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Absence of carrier recombination associated with the defect pool model
in intrinsic amorphous silicon layers: Evidence from current–voltage
characteristics on p–i–n and n–i–p solar cells
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Forward bias current–voltage characteristics (JD –V) were studied for bothp– i –n ~superstrate!
andn– i –p ~substrate! (a-SiC:H p)/(a-Si:H i ) solar-cell structures having differentp/ i interface
layers and different thicknessi -layers. Contributions of thep/ i interfaces to theJD –V
characteristics were separated, and the dependence on the thickness of thei -layers was established.
Equivalence was observed in a comparison of the characteristics ofp– i –n andn– i –p cells. The
variousJD –V characteristics are found to be consistent with uniform densities of defects in the
i -layers, and thus inconsistent with the spatially varying large densities of defects predicted for
solar-cell structures by the defect pool model. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1571985#
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The performance and stability of hydrogenated am
phous silicon (a-Si:H) solar cells are expected to depend
the intrinsic (i )-layer densities of states in the band gap;
i -layer recombination kinetics and mobility gaps; the pro
erties of doped layer, including their DOS, recombinatio
and mobility gaps; the properties of the interfaces betw
the doped andi -layers; and the front and back contac
There have been numerous studies addressing these d
dences, in particular, the effects of the recombination kine
and the nature of the defects in thei -layers for bothp– i –n
~superstrate! andn– i –p ~substrate! cells. The inherent com
plexity of a-Si:H and its solar-cell structures has made
difficult to interpret measured device characteristics in
straightforward manner. In fact, the analysis is generally c
ried out by computer modeling, which involves large nu
bers of parameters, many of which have yet to be establis
reliably from experiments. As a consequence, various mo
have been suggested to describe the carrier recombinati
the i -layers ofp– i –n and n– i –p cell structures based o
proposed differences in the nature and densities of def
~DODs!, not only in the bulk, but also at bothp/ i and n/ i
interfaces.1,2 Conflicting proposals have been made, where
in one model, thei -layer is considered in terms of a hom
geneous distribution of defects, whereas in the other, a
tially nonuniform DOD is invoked as a consequence of
defect pool model.3,4According to the defect pool model, th
thermodynamic equilibration in the density of dangling bo
defects in thei -layer depends on the position of the Fer
level,EF . The proximity ofEF to the conduction and valenc
bands near then andp contacts, respectively, results in sp
tially varying higher densities of charged defects, relative
those of the bulki -layer, whereEF is near midgap. This
results in an asymmetry in defect distribution betwe
p– i –n and n– i –p cell structures. Evidence for such no
uniform defect distributions has been recently presented
Kroon and Van Swaaij5 based on their results for the forwar
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bias, dark-current–voltage (JD –V) characteristics ofp– i –n
and n– i –p a-Si:H cells. In Ref. 5, it is claimed that thre
observations, the constant diode quality factors betwee
and 2 over extended regions of voltage, the absence
thickness dependence, and the nonequivalence of the ch
teristics in a comparison ofp- i -n andn– i –p cell structures
can be attributedsolelyto spatially inhomogeneous densitie
of defects associated with the defect pool model.

In this letter, we report a study ofJD –V characteristics
for p– i –n and n– i –p cell structures having differen
i -layer thicknesses, in which the contributions of the reco
bination in thei -layers and at thep/ i interfaces have been
identified and separated. No evidence is found for inhom
geneous densities of defects in the intrinsic layers as repo
earlier.5 The contributions of recombination at thep/ i inter-
faces to theJD –V characteristics were identified by contro
ling such recombination with intrinsica-Si:H having differ-
ent band gaps in a 200-Å region adjacent to thep-layers.
Such an approach has been utilized in the systematic
provement of the 1-sunVOC in p– i –n cells.6

The a-Si:H solar cells were fabricated by rf plasm
enhanced chemical vapor deposition at a substrate temp
ture of 200 °C under conditions described previously,7 using
SiH4 diluted with H2 such that the dilution ratioR
5@H2#/@SiH4# is set at values from 0 to 40 for the interfac
and bulk i -layers. Thep– i –n cell structures consisted o
specular SnO2 /p a-SiC:H (250 Å)/i a-Si:H/n mc-Si:H
(350 Å)/Cr, and the n– i –p structures consisted o
glass/Cr/n a-Si:H (350 Å)/i a-Si:H/p a-SiC:H (250 Å)/
ITO. R50 andR510 i -layers were incorporated with thick
nesses ranging from 0.2 to 1.5mm. The 200-Åa-Si:H inter-
face layers consisted ofR50, 10, and 40 films whose ban
gaps (a2000) were 1.80, 1.86,;1.95 eV respectively. To
minimize the contributions of shunts, cell structure areas
0.02 and 0.05 cm2 were used. Forp– i –n cells these areas
were defined by reactive ion etching of then mc-Si:H lay-
ers. Due to the low conductivity of the SiCp-layers, how-
ever, it was possible to obtain leakage curre
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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,10210 A/cm2 in the n– i –p cells even without etching. A
four-probe technique was used to eliminate any extrane
series resistance effects. Care was taken to ensure tha
equilibrium currents were measured at low biases and tha
defects were introduced by double injection in the high f
ward bias regions. The measurements were carried out i
mV increments at 25 °C on cells in their annealed states a
heating for 4 h at 170 °C. They were highly reproducib
over the entire voltage range, apart from occasional shun
contributions at the very low biases.

The contributions of thei -layers toJD –V could be es-
tablished clearly from the results obtained on structures
signed to reduce recombination at thep/ i interface by wid-
ening the band gap of thea-Si:H there. This is illustrated by
Fig. 1 wherein theJD –V characteristics are shown fo
p– i –n cell structures with 0.4-mm-thick R510 i -layers.
TheJD –V characteristics up to;0.8 V in Fig. 1 are consis-
tent with carrier transport attributed to the injection of ele
trons and holes from then andp contacts, respectively, fol
lowed by their diffusion and ultimate recombination. In th
voltage regime, the recombination currents exhibit an ex
nential dependence on bias before becoming limited by
injection of carriers from the contacts as well as by a tran
tion from diffusive to drift transport.8 Several features of the
JD –V characteristics in Fig. 1 can be identified, as the
combination at thep/ i interface is reduced and the contrib
tion from the i -layer becomes prominent. In the case of t
cell with R50 p/ i interface, the large interface recombin
tion results in the high currents that exhibit an effective dio
quality factorm* 51.2. Reducing this recombination resu
in strikingly different JD –V characteristics with lower cur
rents over extended voltage regions, and a higherm value of
1.4. In the case of theR510 p/ i interface,m51.4 in the
region up to;0.5 V. ForV.0.5 V, m decreases to a valu
closer tom* before being limited by carrier injection from
the contacts. Further reduction of the recombination at
p/ i interface with theR540 layer extends the region wit
m51.4 to higher voltages. Evidently, the extension of t
region dominated by recombination in the bulk is due to
reduction of recombination at thep/ i interface, as previously
observed by Pearceet al.9

FIG. 1. Evolution ofJD –V characteristics forp– i –n cell structures with
0.4 mm, R510 a-Si:H i -layers when thep/ i interfaceR value is increased
from R50 to 40.
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The JD –V characteristics just discussed can be e
plained by diffusion/recombination transport in accordan
with the work of Lips8 and by the Shockley–Reed–Ha
~SRH! recombination mechanism10 without invoking the
presence of large DODs in thei -layer close to thep/ i inter-
face. In the SRH mechanism, whereby the electrons (n) and
holes (p) recombine through states in the gap, the recom
nation rater depends on the concentrationsn and p, the
nature of the gap states, and their densities. Bothn andp in
the i -layer, as well asr , increase exponentially with applie
forward biasVA . For the case of thep/ i interface, the re-
combination is determined by defect states at the interf
rather than in the bulk andp@n. Consequently, the recom
bination current depends solely on the value ofn, and its
exponential increase is determined by the entire voltage
plied across thei -layer. Thus, the effective diode quality fac
tors are close to one as in the case ofm* 51.2 in Fig. 1. In
fact, the precise value can be attributed to a variety of fac
related to thep/ i interface recombination.11 Because bothn
and p vary exponentially across thei -layer, the dependenc
of the recombination currents in the bulk onVA is more
complex, particularly in the presence of a continuous dis
bution of states that act as recombination centers. It is w
established that the diode quality factor is 2 in the case
recombination through asingledefect level.

The recombination currents in the bulki -layer are domi-
nated by the region where the highest recombination
r max is located. The width of such a region is inversely pr
portional to the electric field. It has been shown analytica
by Berkel et al.12 that an exponentially increasing distribu
tion of defect states versus energy away from midgap res
in a constant diode quality factor that is reduced from
value of 2. The extent to which this decrease occurs depe
on how rapidly the densities of gap states increase ve
energy above and below midgap. Defect distributions t
also increase rapidly, but of nonexponential form, have
similar effect and lead tom,2 over an extended voltag

FIG. 2. TheJD –V characteristics ofp– i –n cell structures with 0.4-, 0.8-,
and 1.5-mm-thick a-Si:H bulk i -layers and 200-Å-thickR540 a-Si:H
i -layers incorporated at thep/ i interface. Shown in the inset is the opposi
trend in the currents with thickness, when carrier transport is determine
drift rather than diffusion.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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region. The value ofm51.4 observed in Fig. 1 betwee
;0.2 and 0.7 V can be explained by the increase inr max due
to a sharp increase in the density of gap states as, for
ample, with Gaussian distributions that occur over regions
;0.3 eV above and below midgap.

The absence of very large DODs in the region of t
i -layer near thep/ i interface, the region that dominatesr max,
is clearly established from the ‘‘elusive’’5,13,14 i -layer thick-
ness dependence of theJD –V characteristics. This is illus
trated in Fig. 2, where the results are shown forp– i –n cell
structures withR50 i -layers 0.4-, 0.8-, 1.5-mm-thick, in
which the p/ i interface recombination has been minimiz
by incorporating a 200-ÅR540 a-Si:H layer there. A sys-
tematic increase with thickness can be seen in the bulk
combination dominated currents due to the decrease in e
tric field with thickness that widens the region wherer max

occurs. There is a nonlinear dependence of the bulk rec
bination currents on thickness that is attributed to the effe
of space charge in thei -layer on the electric field, which the
does not scale precisely with thickness. In the inset of Fig
the correspondingJD –V characteristics at higher forward b
ases are shown. The expected decrease in the current
thickness is observed when the carrier transport beco
drift dominated.

These results are in conflict with the predictions of t
defect pool model. This model also predicts that the
quence in which thep andn layers are deposited should lea
to a significant difference between theJD –V characteristics

FIG. 3. TheJD –V characteristics ofp– i –n andn– i –p cell structures with
0.4-mm, R510 i -layers, and withR510 or R540 a-Si:H at thep/ i inter-
faces.
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of p– i –n andn– i –p solar cell structures. No such effect
found, however, in the cells deposited in this study. The
include cells havingR50 andR510 i -layers and in addition
cells having differentp/ i interface layers. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3, where the results are shown for cells with 0.4-mm-
thick R510 i -layers andR510, 40p/ i interface layers.

By clearly separating thep/ i interface and bulk contri-
butions to theJD –V characteristics ofa-Si:H cell structures,
it has been possible to characterize the recombination in
i -layers. An increase in recombination currents is found
increasing both the thickness as well as the densities of
states in thei -layers. The variousJD –V characteristics are
consistent withi -layers having continuous distributions o
states versus energy across the gap as well as homogen
densities of defects versus position across the device s
ture. This finding, along with the observed equivalence
tween the characteristics ofp– i –n andn– i –p cells, points
to the absence of any large and spatially varying distributi
of defects, as predicted by the defect pool model. This
important implications for the characterization, control, a
improvement ofthin a-Si:H-based solar cells as well as co
relations of device properties with the corresponding intr
sic thin-film materials properties.
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